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Figure 1 –Tropical Cyclone MAYSAK (GDACS) 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
MAYSAK formed in the northern Pacific Ocean, near Pohnpei island, Federated States of 

Micronesia (FSM), on 27 March and started moving west, through Pohnpei, Chuuk and Yap states, 

intensifying rapidly and becoming a Super Typhoon on 31 March. Its center passed north of Fais, 

Ulithi and Yap Islands (Yap State) in the afternoon of 31 March, with max. sustained winds of 

260km/h, then it started moving over the Philippine Sea, away from FSM, slightly weakening. In 

FSM, strong winds, heavy rainfall and storm surge affected several islands of Chuuk and Yap 

states, causing extensive damage. Media reported at least five dead, damaged houses and crops in 

Chuuk, nearly total destruction of the infrastructure on Fais and Ulithi atolls (Yap State), and 

damage also on Yap. A State of Emergency was declared in Chuuk State on 30 March. 

On 2 April, at 6.00 UTC it had max. sustained winds of 212 km/h and its center was located over 

the Philippine Sea, approx. 1 250 km south-east of northern Philippines.  

In the next 48 h, MAYSAK is forecasted to continue moving north-west, towards northern 

Philippines (where it is called CHEDENG), slightly weakening, but still remaining a Typhoon. 

According to the forecasting data of 2 April morning, Typhoon MAYSAK is forecast to make 

landfall over the eastern coast of Aurora or Isabela provinces (north-eastern Luzon) between 4 and 

5 April, with max. sustained winds of 120-140 km/h. The Alert Status at the NDRRMC (National 

Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council) Operations Center was raised from Blue to Red, 

effective 1 April 12.00 (local time). 

The Joint Research Centre (JRC) is following the event through the information automatically 

collected and analysed in the Global Disasters Alerts and Coordination System (GDACS). The 

classification for this event is Orange for the wind impact in the Philippines, as a consequence of 

the strong winds, population affected and vulnerability of the country.  
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SITUATION OVERVIEW 
MAYSAK formed in the northern Pacific Ocean, near Pohnpei island, Federated States of 

Micronesia (FSM), on 27 March and started moving west, through Pohnpei, Chuuk and Yap states, 

intensifying rapidly and becoming a Super Typhoon (max. sustained winds of 260 km/h) on 31 

March over the water of the Yap State.  

MAYSAK passed north of Fais, Ulithi and Yap Island (Yap State) in the afternoon of 31 March, as 

a very intense Typhoon with max. sustained winds of 260 km/h. Then it started moving over the 

Philippine Sea, away from FSM, on 1 April, slightly weakening. It entered in the Philippine Area of 

Responsibility (PAR) early on 2 April and it was locally named “CHEDENG”.  

On 2 April, at 6.00 UTC it had max. sustained winds of 212 km/h and its center was located over 

the Philippine Sea, approx. 1 250 km south-east of northern Philippines.  

In the next two days, MAYSAK is forecasted to continue moving north-west, over the Philippines 

Sea, towards northern Philippines, slightly weakening, but possibly still remaining a. According to 

the forecasting data of 2 April morning, MAYSAK is forecast to make landfall over the eastern 

coast of Aurora or Isabela provinces (north-eastern Luzon) between 4 and 5 April, possibly as a 

Typhoon (with max. sustained winds of 120-140 km/h), then rapidly weaken into a Tropical Storm. 

In the Philippines, as of 2 April morning, PAGASA reported that within the next 12 hours, it could 

issue a Public Storm Warning Signal #1 over Bicol and Samar Provinces. The Alert Status at the 

NDRRMC (National Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council) Operations Center was 

raised from Blue to Red Alert Status, effective on 1 April 12.00 (local time).  

 

 

Figure 2 - Track of MAYSAK (source: PAGASA) 
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In the meantime in the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM), due to the passage of MAYSAK on 

27-31 March as a very intense Typhoon (with max. sustained winds up to 260 km/h), relief 

operations are ongoing. A State of Emergency was declared in Chuuk State on 30 March, where 

MAYSAK caused the death of at least five people, and houses and crops were destroyed. Homes 

and crops were also extensively damaged in Ulithi and Fais islands (Yap State), including 

contamination of drinking water on Fais. Damage was also reported in Yap.  

As of 2 April morning, there is a “Tropical Cyclone Formation Alert” for a new possible tropical 

cyclone in the area south-east of Pohnpei (see Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3 - Tropical Cyclone Formation Alert (source: JTWC) 

 

 
 

JRC INVOLVEMENT 
JRC is responsible for the operation of GDACS, www.gdacs.org  that plays a major role in alerting 

the international community to humanitarian emergencies during natural disasters. The alerts of 

GDACS (Green, Orange, Red) are elaborated based on the severity of the event, the population 

involved and the vulnerability of the countries (see Table 1). GDACS also sends e-mail and SMS 

alerts to subscribed recipients.  

JRC decided to follow this event, because MAYSAK was a very intense Tropical Cyclone and very 

strong winds affected FSM. Moreover strong winds may also affect northern Philippines on 4-5 

April.  

http://www.gdacs.org/
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This event had a high humanitarian impact in the Federated State of Micronesia. This event is 

currently a GDACS Tropical Cyclone Orange Alert (for high winds) in the Philippines.  

 

 

GDACS - Event alert  

Tropical Cyclones have three dangerous effects (strong winds, storm surge and heavy rain).  The 

GDACS alert levels are based on the risk formula factors, cyclone’s wind speed (hazard), 

population affected, and vulnerability of the affected country.  

GDACS issued a Red alert (for high winds) for this event in the Philippines on 31 March (very 

intense typhoon and large number of people affected). Then this alert was reduced to Orange on 1 

April, because the new forecasting data estimated a lower intensity.  

According to the latest bulletin, there is a GDACS Orange alert (for high winds) for this event in 

the Philippines, with 2.2 million people possibly affected by winds more than 120 km/h; a Green 

Alert for the Storm Surge impact and a Green Alert for the Rain impact. The automatic impact 

assessments of GDACS for all the three effects (Winds, Storm surge, Rain) are shown below. The 

automatic GDACS report for the MAYSAK can be found at this address: 

http://www.gdacs.org/report.aspx?name=MAYSAK    

 

GDACS ALERTS 

 
GREEN ALERT 

Moderate event, 
International Assistance not likely 

 
ORANGE ALERT 

Potential local disasters, 
International Assistance might be required 

 
RED ALERT 

Potentially severe disasters, 
International Assistance is expected to be required 

Table 1 - GDACS alert level 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 - GDACS current impact estimation (as of Advisory 26, 1 April 9:00 UTC). The 

maximum wind speed mentioned is the max. reached on 31 March. 

http://www.gdacs.org/report.aspx?name=MAYSAK
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1) Winds 

PHILIPPINES 

GDACS issued a Red alert (for high winds) for this event, based on the data of 31 March 

6:00 UTC (Advisory 18), then this alert was reduced to Orange on 1 April, due to a lower intensity 

in the new forecasting data. According to the latest bulletin available, MAYSAK could make 

landfall along the eastern coast of Luzon, over Aurora or Isabela provinces (northern Philippines) 

between 4 and 5 April as a Typhoon, with max. sustained winds up to 120-140 km/h. The current 

alert is still Orange. The event time line and population affected are shown in Figure 6.  

 
Figure 5 - The map shows the Trajectory of Tropical Cyclone MAYSAK, the areas affected by tropical storm 

strength winds (green), 93 km/h winds (orange), hurricane wind strengths, > 120 km/h (red). Cloud Map. 

According to PAGASA (as of 2 April, 11 am local time): 

 PAGASA reported that within the next 12 hours, it could issue a Public Storm Warning 

Signal #1 (winds of 30-60 km/h are expected within the next 36 h) over Bicol and Samar 

Provinces.  
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Figure 6 - GDACS Alert for Tropical Cyclone MAYSAK (as of Advisory 26, 2 April 9:00 UTC) - Event Time 

Line (storm evolution is shown in the table and in the wind evolution also in the figure below; the Alert levels 

and population estimates are related to the area from a point to the next). 
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FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA (FSM) 

MAYSAK formed in the northern Pacific Ocean, near 

Pohnpei island, Federated States of Micronesia 

(FSM), on 27 March and started moving west, through 

Pohnpei, Chuuk and Yap states, intensifying rapidly 

(see Figure 8). It became a Super Typhoon on 31 

March over the sea of Yap State, with max. sustained 

winds of 260 km/h and a minimum of the central 

pressure (MSLP) lower than 900 mb (see Figure 9). 

Due to the possible effects of MAYSAK, including 

the very strong winds, Typhoon Warnings were 

issued by the National Weather Service of Tiyan – 

Guam (NOAA) for the islands of Fais, Ulithi and 

Yap (Yap State). Typhoon Warning and Tropical 

Storm Warning were also in effect for several other 

islands of FSM.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 - Track and winds of MAYSAK in the Federated State of Micronesia 

 

 

 

Figure 7 - Track and winds of MAYSAK in Yap 

State (Red area - Typhoon Strength) 
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Figure 9 - Max winds and Mean Sea Level Pressure for MAYSAK (NOAA-NESDIS) 

The very strong winds reached by MAYSAK are clearly visible in the NOAA's Satellite and 

Information Service (NESDIS) Multiplatform Tropical Cyclone Surface Wind Analysis 

(MTCSWA). This product provides six-hourly estimate of cyclone wind fields based on a variety of 

satellite based winds and wind proxies. Several data, text and graphical products are available. In 

this analysis the surface wind analysis (inner core scale) graphical product is used, see the surface 

wind fields of MAYSAK during its passage close to the islands of Fais and Ulithi (31 March 12:00 

UTC and 31 March 18:00 UTC) in the figure below. According to this data, MAYSAK had max. 

sustained winds of 263km/h on 31 March at 12:00UTC and of 267km/h on 31 March at 18:00UTC.  

  
Figure 10 - NOAA-NESDIS MTCSWA - Surface wind field of Tropical cyclone MAYSAK 

Yap 

Islands  

Yap 

Islands  

Ulithi  Ulithi  

Fais  
Fais  

http://www.ssd.noaa.gov/PS/TROP/mtcswa.html?storm=WP042015&id=MAYSAK&timeDiff=0
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2) Storm Surge 

Storm surge is an abnormal rise of water above the predicted astronomical tides, generated by 

strong winds and by a drop in the atmospheric pressure. It was implemented in the HyFlux2 code, 

routinely used in GDACS to model inundation due to tsunami run-up.  

The GDACS alert levels are based on the maximum storm surge height: 

• Green when the storm surge is below 1.0m; 

• Orange when the storm surge is between 1.0m and 3m; 

• Red when the storm surge is above 3m. 

It should be noted that the estimation of the sea level is strongly dependent on the initial data for the 

wind velocity and direction and the sea level change according to each bulletin that was available.  

PHILIPPINES 

JRC HyFlux2 calculations (using as input the data of the last bulletin and 0.5 minute resolution), 

indicate a possible max. storm surge of the order of 0.2 m along the coast of Isabela and Aurora 

provinces (eastern Luzon) in the evening of 4 April, as well as along the coast of Ilocos Norte and 

Sur in the morning of 5 April (see Figure below and Table 2). These calculations don’t include 

wave and tide effects. 

 

Figure 11 - JRC Storm Surge maximum height (GDACS) 

 

According to PAGASA (as of 2 April, 11 am local time): 

 Storm surges and sea surface waves of up to 4 meters are possible over the eastern coast of 

Samar, Bicol and Aurora-Quezon. At the moment it is not clear how much in the statement 

above is attributed to storm surge and how much to waves; in the JRC estimations waves 

contribution is not included 

 Fishermen are advised not to venture out over the eastern seaboard of Bicol Region and of 

Visayas 
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Figure 12 - JRC Storm surge impact: 

Green<1 m 

 

Table 2- List of the locations hit by storm surge 

 

 

3) Rainfall 

Currently, GDACS uses NOAA 

Ensemble Tropical Rainfall Potential 

(eTRaP) accumulation data for its alert 

model. The GDACS model sets alert 

levels based on total accumulation and 

maximum rain rate (mm/h) on land
1
. 

In Figure 13 the accumulation rainfall (as of 2 April 6:00 UTC) for tropical cyclone MAYSAK is 

shown (yellow area) and the 6h accumulation rainfall (blue area); dark orange areas exceed 200mm. 

Current maximum total accumulation over the whole duration of the cyclone is 438 mm). 

                                                 

1
 Usually, rainfall thresholds for alerting must consider the local climatology to identify anomalies. However, the 

accumulation during cyclones is so extreme that also absolute values can be used to set alert levels. GDACS thresholds 

are high in order to avoid “false” alerts for minor events. Only extreme events that have a high likelihood of causing 

floods are flagged. 

TRACK OF 

 TC MAYSAK  

LUZON  
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PHILIPPINES: 

MAYSAK may affect several areas of central and northern Luzon with moderate to heavy rainfall 

on 4-5 April. 

According to the PAGASA (as of 2 April, 11 am local time),  

 Estimated rainfall amount is from moderate to heavy within the 150 – 200 km radius of the 

typhoon. 

 The public is alerted against possible flash floods over low-lying areas and landslides along 

mountain slopes particularly over Aurora-Isabela area. 

The NOAA eTRaP rainfall amount for the next 24 h (as of 2 April, 6:00 UTC) is shown in the 

Figure below. 

 

Figure 14- NOAA eTRaP rainfall amount for the next 24 h (as of 2 April, 6:00 UTC) 

 

 

Figure 13 - 6h accumulation rainfall (blue area).  

Maximum total accumulation (Yellow-Orange Area)  

 

 

Table 3 - The table shows the maximum 

accumulation over time. Note that the maximum 

accumulation does not necessarily fall in the 

country. 
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FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA (FSM) 

Heavy rains affected the FSM during the passage of MAYSAK on 27-31 March (see Figure below), 

causing damage, floods and deaths in particular in Chuuk and Yap state. In the next 24 h, a new 

Tropical Cyclone could form in the area south-east of Palikir, therefore more rain may still affect 

the states of Pohnpei and Kosrae in the next few days. 

 

Figure 15 - Last 7 days accumulation rainfall (NASA) over Federated State of Micronesia 

 

CURRENT IMPACT  

According to media sources and/or UN OCHA, as of 2 April: 

Federated States of Micronesia  

 

In the Federated State of Micronesia, due to the passage of MAYSAK on 27-31 March as a very 

intense Typhoon (with max. sustained winds up to 260 km/h), relief operations are ongoing. A State 

of Emergency was declared in Chuuk State on 30 March, where MAYSAK caused the death of at 

least five people, and caused extensive damage to houses and crops. Homes and crops were also 

extensively damaged in Ulithi and Fais islands (Yap State).  

 

Philippines 

No damage yet, the landfall is forecasted on 4-5 April (see Luzon, Philippines Vulnerability and 

Risk). 
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Countries profiles 

 

FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA: VULNERABILITY AND RISK 

Basic data and population 

 The Federated States of Micronesia (Chuuk, Kosrae, Pohnpei and Yap) have a total population of 

around 103,000. The GDP per capita is $3,000, ranking #146 out of 187 countries in the IMF 

estimate. The economy is based on subsistence farming and fishing; the government is largely 

funded by assistance provided by the United States. 

 After causing damage and 5 deaths in Chuuk State earlier, Typhoon MAYSAK affected (on 31 

March) principally the westernmost islands of Yap state, listed in the following Table: 

Island Population (est.) Remarks 

Fais 294 Single island around 2km long, one village of ca. 50 houses, 

with a small airport 

Ulithi 847 Group of very small islands around an atoll, 3-4 communities, 

one small airport 

Yap 7,371 Largest island, with capital Colonia plus 10-15 communities, 

large intl. airport. Yap Memorial Hospital in Colonia. 

Vulnerability 

 Micronesia is a medium-to-high vulnerability country. In the InfoRM Index for Risk Management 

compiled by the JRC it ranks #108 out of 191 countries (where #1 is Somalia) in a combination of 

Hazard and Exposure, Vulnerability and Lack of Coping Capacity. It ranks especially low in Socio-

Economic Vulnerability and Infrastructure. 

 Its high dependance on agriculture makes it particularly vulnerable to severe weather phenomena, 

such as very strong winds and heavy rainfall. 

 The large dispersion of population is small islands is an extra vulnerability factor, making 

transportation and (eventual) rescue and relief operations difficult. 

 As is the case in many islands in the Pacific, a lot of the houses are made of wood and have thatched 

roofs, making them vulnerable to strong winds. Critical infrastructure (particularly electricity and 

potable water networks are very vulnerable. 

Relevant Past Tropical Cyclones in Federated States of 
Micronesia 

 HAIYAN – Nov 2013: Before reaching the Philippines, HAIYAN affected Chuuk and Yap states, 

causing some damage to houses and crops. 

 SUDAL - Apr 2004: it hit the island of Yap, as an intense Typhoon. 700 houses were destroyed and 

another 900 were damaged, out of a total of around 1,700 houses. 

 LUPIT - Nov 2003: It affected Chuuk and Yap States, as a Typhoon. 1 000 people were affected and 

several houses and homes were damaged. 

 CHATA’AN - Jul 2002: it moved through Chuuk State, as a Tropical storm. Heavy rains caused 

severe flooding in Chuuk State, killing 47 people, injuring another 100 and affecting more than 1 

400 people. 

 PONGSONA - Mar 2002: it hit Pohnpei and Chuuk States, as a Tropical Storm; 175 people were 

affected. 
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Conclusion - Risk Assessment 
Based on: 

1. The very powerful winds of MAYSAK (Typhoon force, up to 260 km/h) that hit Ulithi and Fais, as 

well as Yap (slightly weaker).  

2. The high vulnerability of the Yap and Chuuk islands and the country as a whole (in Chuuk state 

there has been already significant damage and 5 deaths – see Government bulletin in the Sources, 

declaring an Emergency). 

It can be concluded that MAYSAK had the potential to (and did) cause significant damage to 

housing and infrastructure on Yap and Chuuk state, that could be too heavy to be dealt by the 

local government. A need for international assistance is possible. 

 

LUZON, PHILIPPINES: VULNERABILITY AND RISK 
 

Basic data and Population 
MAYSAK, according to Bulletin #26, 02 April 06.00 UTC of  the Joint Typhoon Warning Centre is 

expected to make landfall somewhere on the eastern coast of Luzon in the afternoon of 4 April, 

with Typhoon force winds (up to 140 km/h max. sust. wind speed). It should be noted that as of 

the time of writing of this report, afternoon of 02 April, there are still more than 48 hours 

until landfall and the uncertainty cone is still large, including (as possible landfall) southern, 

central and northern Luzon. 

Having noted the above, and according always to bulletin #26, GDACS calculates that around 2 

million people (in central Luzon) could be exposed to Typhoon-force winds. 

Vulnerability 

 MAYSAK will probably be the first Typhoon to hit the Philippines in the year 2015; the last one to 

hit the country was HAGUPIT in early December 2014. 

 Philippines has an extremely high exposure to natural hazards (see InfoRM tables) and has suffered 

repeatedly heavy losses from strong Tropical Cyclones. Despite having a very experienced 

Meteorological Agency (PAGASA) and a National Disaster Risk Reduction institution, human and 

infrastructure losses occur almost always when a strong Tropical Cyclone crosses the archipelago.  

 Human losses in the past few years are relatively reduced (with the exception of HAIYAN that 

carried also an extreme storm surge) due to timely evacuation orders; see for example the very low 

toll by UTOR. However, many houses in the rural regions are not built to withstand strong winds 

(more than 1 million houses destroyed by HAIYAN in 2013), and the ground is susceptible to 

landslides from heavy rainfall (mainly in the southern Philippines). 

 As of 02 April, the emergency mechanisms in the Philippines are already activated and the 

emergency services are in RED alert: according to Sitrep #2 of NDRRMC (see sources) shelters are 

being prepared, stocks are being replenished and some pre-emptive evacuations are under way. 
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Relevant Past Tropical Cyclones in northern Philippines 
 HAGUPIT, the most recent Typhoon to hit the country in December 2014, made landfall in the 

northern Visayas (Samar island) with Category 3 winds (185 km/h) and then moved towards the 

Manila area. It killed 20 people and damaged 47,000 houses. 

 RAMMASUN followed roughly the same track as HAGUPIT and had the same strength, in mid-July 

2014. It brought heavy damage, killing 106 people and damaging a total of 633,000 houses. 

 HAIYAN, until now the most powerful Typhoon to ever make landfall (winds of more than 300 

km/h) brought very severe destruction to the Visayas, killing more than 7,000 people and destroying 

more than 1 million houses.  

 UTOR might be the most relevant geographically (but much stronger in intensity) of past Tropical 

Cyclones. It hit central Luzon with Category 4 winds (222 km/h) in August 2013, causing 8 deaths, 

ca. 30,000 displaced, destroyed 2,500 houses and damaged another 20,000. 

 

Conclusion - Risk Assessment 
Due to the uncertainty still dominating the forecast on intensity and landfall area, assessing risk is 

equally uncertain. Should the current forecasts prove to be correct, MAYSAK has the potential to 

cause minor human losses and damage to housing (of the order of a few thousand houses damaged).  

 The local authorities seem prepared to face the situation (RED alert by NDRRMC) and the 

probability of the damages requiring international assistance is quite low. 
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ANNEX I: Detailed Map of the Tropical Cyclone 
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